
Several sizes of unheparinizcd capillary tubes of commercial manufacture aud 
hand-cut glass tubing were used to handle the sera; the tube sizes were varied 
with respect to the serum volume desired for a particular analytical technique. 
Glass screw-capped test tubes were used for storage cm•tainers for the serum- 
filled capillary tubes. A_ small piece of absorbent tiss•c saturated in a saline- 
sodium azide solutiou was included within the cap of each storage tube to pro- 
vide for an indirect preservative effect and also to reduce serum dehydration. 

Normally the handling of whole blood or its fractions presents little difficulty 
to the researcher, however such problems as sepsis, transfer loss, efficient storage, 
and lot separatimx do occur. These problems become acute when the sample 
volumes are small, but eau be reduced significantly by using capillary tubes or 
larger glass tubing for storing and handling the blood fractions. The table below 
shows some of the capillary tube sizes being used in this laboratory and their 
applications to certain techniques. 
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First Harris's Sparrow banded in New Jersey. In recent years the 
Harris's Sparrow, Zo•o•richia queru•a, has been reported with some frequency in 
the Eastern United States, especially during fall migration and in winter when 
they are seen at feeding stations. In a search of Audubo• F•dd •Votes and other 
literature the author has noted that although there are two or three sight records 
for New Jersey, there seem to be no previous records of this species being banded 
or collected in the state. 

On 7 Oct. 1967, I was operating several mist nets at the Island Beach State 
Park, Ocean County, New Jersey, in connection with the Operation Recovery 
banding program. At 11:30 A.M. I netted a bird which was unquestionably a 
Harris's Sparrow. This individual was in full adult plumage with a complete 
black head; the age was further confirmed when the skull was examined and 
found to be completely ossified. The wing chord measured 92ram.; the bird 
weighed 33.7 g. and appeared moderately fat. It was seen, and identification 
verified, by Drs. Bertram G. Murray and Stephen T. Emlen of Cornell Univ. who 
were present at Island Beach that day. After being photographed in color, the 
bird was banded with # 59-115981 and released in good condition. This appears 
to be the first Harris's Sparrow banded in New Jersey.--Bruce Adams, 40 Summit 
Ro•d, Riverside, Conn. 06878. 
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32 (6): 267-268.--You can't do it without one. and therein lies a warning for 
b•nders.--Jack P. Hailman. 
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